Geotourism is usually connected with two types of landscapes: natural and cultural, however in the second case these are usually industrial or post-industrial landscapes, where the subjects of tourists' interest are mainly various relicts of mining (e.g. open pits, waste dumps, quarries). Although it is changing, urban landscapes ormore generally -landscapes of human settlements are not so often perceived as a place of geotourism development. We try to analyze reasons why such areas have a great potential to develop this type of tourism, illustrating them by selected case studies from Poland and the Czech Republic. We want to prove that geotourism in a city or a town can be understood as part of urban tourism not only in its traditional meaning (as all kinds of tourism located in such landscapes), but also as an important element of travels undertaken in order to search and experience a genius loci of a city.
Introduction
Geotourism is a relatively young but dynamically developing form of tourism. It involves visiting places (single or their complexes) or even whole landscapes which are especially valuable for the recognition of the Earth's history, phenomena shaping its surface or groundbreaking in its history. Geotourism is also connected with sightseeing remains of the economic usage of geographical resources (mostly geological ones). Equally willingly geotourists visit special museums, interpretation centers and viewpoints, prepared for and enabling proper interpretation of geoheritage [1] . The subject of tourists' interests is named 'geosites' and they -in themselves -represent mainly physical (material) artifacts which resulted from natural or man-made activities and processes occurring in the geographic environment. Geotourism is strongly and traditionally associated with two general types of landscape: natural and cultural, but in the second case -usually industrial and postindustrial ones. However, there are other types of human environment that might be potentially attractive for geotourists and -what is more important -let us combine different types of tourism (diverse tourists' motivations). As many authors do (see for example the works cited in [2, 3] ), we claim that urban areas or -more generally speaking -areas of human settlement (with domination of functions like housing and living) -might be interesting from a geotourism point of view.
The main objective of presented paper is to explain and to illustrate with selected examples from Poland and the Czech Republic ( Fig. 1 ) conditions which the special tourist (geo)attractiveness of cities results from. The second goal of the paper is to prove that geotourism in a city is part of urban tourism in its two basic meanings: urban tourism understood as all kinds of tourism/travels located in a city and urban tourism considered to be travels in order to search and experience a genius loci of a city. The work is based on review of the literature and case studies based on authors' field observations. T.A. Hose [4, 5] , E.B. Joyce [6] and others suggest an understanding of geotourism as follows [1, p. 4 ]:
(...) a form of natural area tourism that focuses on geology and landscape. It promotes tourism to geosites and the conservation of geo-diversity and an understanding of earth sciences through appreciation and learning. This is achieved in independent visits to geological features, use of geo-trails and view points, guided tours, geo-activities and patronage of geosite visitors centers.
The definition cited above describes the geotourism phenomenon through types of activities undertaken by tourists and the character of places which play the role of tourists attractions for geotourism. As a consequence we can say it reflects the tourists' perspective. Moreover, it focuses mostly on natural (geological or geomorphological) geosites (in situ) which are available and readable for tourists due to special means of tourist infrastructure. T.A. Hose's concepts, on whom D. Newsome and R.K. Dowling [1] based, have been developed and transformed in his further works. T.A. Hose [7, p. 28] underlines the significance of cultural artefacts related to geosciences and geoheritage, for example 'the life, work, publications, notes and artwork, correspondence, diaries, collections, workplaces, residences and even the final resting places of geoscientists'¹, also commemorative plaques, graves and memorials [7, p. 29] . T.A. Hose's modern approaches to defining geotourism reflect the creators' perspective on geotourism -what it 'should' be due to special means of preservation, maintenance and interpretation of geosites in (and for) tourism. Thus, the main goal of geotourism seems to be 'the provision of interpretive service facilities to enable tourists to acquire knowledge and understanding of the geology and geomorphology of a site (including its contribution to the development of the Earth sciences) beyond the level of mere aesthetic appreciation' ( [4] , as cited in [8, p. 352] ). Especially important here are: the skill of translating specialist, scientific, professional language on geoheritage into a more understandable form for laics (or simply non-professionals) and 'enhancing the quality of a heritage site, and contributing to the satisfaction and enjoyment of visitors' ( [9] , as cited in [8, p. 353 
]).
Taking into account the recent contributions of theoretic studies on geotourism and the achievements of praxis, T.A. Hose [8, p. 356] proposes a redefinition of the geotourism meaning as follows: 'The promotion to visitors of interpreted geosites, and their associated artefacts whether on or off site, to ensure their protection and conservation through sustainable management for the purposes of appreciation, enjoyment, education and research by future generations'. In one of his latest works, T.A. Hose [10, p. 11] slightly changes the given definition, underling once again the crucial role of geotourism in ensuring 'the provision of interpretative and service facilities for geosites (...)'. Moreover, the role of selected cultural aspects as geotourism attractions is being appreciated by more and more 'creators' of this type of tourist product.
As numerous research showed [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] isolated indeed but more and more frequently conducted, people who visit geosites (so being 'geotourists' as it were by the definition) rarely do this due to their special interest in geoheritage. Their tourist motivations do not differ from motivations in any other form of tourism, they are not extraordinary, we can even say that they are typical. Among them we can easily find: a need of escape from daily life routine, seeking novelty or dissimilarity, looking for a sense of wonder, common curiosity, a need of socialization, and finally -a lack of clearly defined motive (a fortuity of travel). Visiting geosites might also go beyond typical cognitive motivations and be a part of more or less traditional naturebased leisure. 'Enjoyment' of geosites according L.T.O. Cheung's [13] study means also a possibility of picnicking and hiking. T.A. Hose [7] also claims that the sheer joy of casual collecting (rocks, fossils, scenic landscapes) is what attracts people to geosites -they practice the so called 'recreational geology'. Hence, all these facts together let us believe, contrary to other authors (e.g. [7, 8, p. 354] ), that geotourism is not a niche or isolated form of tourism (within the special interest tourism) and it can be developed everywhere where phenomena included to the 'geoheritage' category occur. World Tourism Organization defines the 'special interest tourism' as 'specialized tourism involving group or individual tours by people who wish to develop certain interests and visit special sites and places connected with a specific subject' [16, p. 28] . As results of given works show only some visitors choose tourist destinations having cognitive motivations, related to hobbies or personal interests, so only part of geotouristic tourist movement might be named as the special interest tourism.
As praxis shows, the most decisive actors in geotourism are its creators, not tourists themselves: all these people who 'create' geosites -identify them, label them, promote them, make the tools of proper geotouristic inter-pretation (geotourism facilities) and -finally -sell a ready geotourism product. Although we cannot be sure about peoples' motivations in visiting geosites, or their knowledge on geoheritage and a level of experience, we can be certain that after a visit they will be -at least partly -fitted with them.
Urban tourism
Urban tourism is understood quite broadly as visiting cities resulting from different tourist motivations (compare [17] ), so we can include to these activities many kinds of tourism which simply take place in a city, among them cultural tourism with its most frequently undertaken forms like: heritage tourism, museum tourism, event tourism, culinary tourism, also business tourism, congress tourism, sport tourism, and many others. The adjective 'urban' locates this touristic phenomenon and behaviors of its participants simply in some specific geographical context [18, p. 193] . A. Kowalczyk [19, p. 156-157] defines urban tourism beyond mentioned here geographical character of locations. He points out that there is also a special type of city tourism: travels in search of some -difficult to define and sometimes intangible -elements related to urban space identity, a 'hidden dimension' of a city. This insubstantial element might be called a genius loci of a place. C.O. Sauer ( [20] , as cited in [21, p. 7] ) named it as a 'personality' of a place which reflects whole dynamic relations between space and life. According to the author, they are not separate phenomena. C.O. Sauer treats a specific area as a place inhabited by generations of people, who had firstly assessed its values in terms of their needs and possibilities, than they dispersed all over this area according to their aims and fitted the land with products reflecting their own lifestyle and cultural pattern. Genius loci means a special way of experiencing a place. Space is here not only recognized but also experienced. Moreover, genius loci lets us contextualize a place. It results in celebrating of a place and denudes its heterogeneity. Genius loci unveils the 'density' and 'deepness' of a given space ( [22] , as cited in [21, p. 20 and 22] ) and sets it free from popular imaginations, rejecting these that are only 'gilds' given in popular guidebooks like the Baedeker series. B. Jałowiecki [23, p. 9 ] defines a genius loci of a place in a similar wayas 'its uniqueness' that residents are proud of, adding simultaneously: which might be sold on the tourism market. The 'uniqueness' of a place here consists of exceptionality of locality, beauty of landscapes, rich history written in unique architecture, myths on specific persons and their creativity, remains of vital, sometimes miraculous events which are consolidated in human collective memory. E. Rewers [24, p. 15] emphasizes that in one city might be hidden plenty of 'different cities': mental cities of residents, material cities of constructors and architects, cities of immobile objects and objects in movement, cities of individuals' practices and institutional strategies, cities of nostalgic memories and futuristic actions, visible and 'invisible' cities, real and virtual ones, and many others. . . Urban tourism understood in relation to so described genius loci might be a demanding tourist phenomenon. It requires from tourists much more effort, individualism and sensitiveness in visiting cities in comparison with mass tourism adapted to mass needs. However, it does not mean that popular elements of a city (architectural or living culture) cannot reflect its genius loci. M. Lalli [25] points out that some geographical, architectonic or cultural elements, to which urban communities subjectively attribute greater significance, may become symbols of a unique spirit of a city, which cannot be find in any other place. A.M. Szymski adds [26, p. 163 ] that 'every city that has seen growth of more than one generation has its own special placesareas that determine its original character, which are also unique in terms of the forms that define them. . . '
Urban geoheritage -what makes
urban space attractive for geotourism?
As previously mentioned, geotourism is usually linked with natural landscapes or two types of cultural landscapes -industrial and postindustrial, relatively less frequently with landscapes of human settlements -rural or urban. However the world's first urban geology trail was established already in 1881 in a Rochdale churchyard [10] simultaneously with first enthusiasts of natural landscapes visiting the Peak District, Lake District or Scottish Highlands. From the very first, the urban character of some geotouristic travels was underlined in selected definitions of geotourism proposed by T.A. Hose [4, 5, 8] . Nowadays more often than not historical cities are analyzed as geotouristically attractive (see i.a. [27, 28] ). Moreover, urban geo-attractiveness is noticed in relation to some specific stone monuments of architecture (on condition that interest of tourists is focused on stones and minerals more than history and architecture of a building), common usage of rare building stones in urban environment [29] , whole cultural landscapes if they were shaped strongly under influence of local geology or dominant geographical phenomena, as well as in relation to places commemoratively linked with history of Earth sciences and located in cities [30] . Considering the complex and diverse character of geotourism attractions we have listed the most significant reasons of geotourism attractiveness of urban landscapes: 1. Location of cities on areas which are interesting from a geotourism point of view or occurrence of some 'natural' geosites within cities. 2. Urban architecture and building materials reflecting explicitly local geological environment. 3. Territorial expansion of cities (urban sprawl) and development of human social and health needs causing that there are parts of natural environments within an urban environment (natural green enclaves, often legally protected and excluded from urbanization; some of them are interesting from a geotourism point of view). 4. Industrial urban areas with geographical results of former industries which might be valuable in terms of geotourism usage (not only historical remains of industries but also some landforms resulting from given industrial activities which are regarded as mining damage).
Numerous urban museums and expositions related to
geoheritage and Earth sciences located in cities, as well as some cultural, mainly commemorative artifacts devoted to former industries and their heroes. 6. Numerous natural geographical phenomena shaping urban areas and resulting from common daily usage of space for different purposes (public transportation, housing, construction of technical infrastructure, etc.). 7. Large-scale and unexpected (sometimes catastrophic) geomorphologic phenomena which have been witnessed in urban areas and might be attractive from a geotourism point of view².
2 Unfortunately -from this scientific perspective -geosites resulting from catastrophic phenomena often are treated as damages potentially dangerous for people and are removed as quickly as possible. However, in some cases a large scale and an extraordinary character transform these sites into such a tourist attraction that they are preserved in urban landscape on purpose. P. Migoń illustrates this practice on the example of Taiwan, where the pylons, tilted after the Chichi earthquake, were not restored but preserved in this poor state as a commemoration, site of memory [30, see figure 2.14 there].
Urban geosites -Polish and Czech case studies
Above mentioned conditions enabling development of geotourism in urban spaces were illustrated by selected sites from Poland and the Czech Republic. Examples were chosen basing on suggestions found in geographical and tourism (also geotourism) literature (see positions listed below), but mostly authors' experience and their field trips undertaken between 2005 and 2017. We tried to show both cities or towns where the geotourism is already well developed and geosites are accurately equipped according to needs of (geo)tourists, as well as places with a big potential, but up till now not adapted, lacking infrastructure, usually known only by scientists. Sometimes besides the basic example of a situation or a process were given additional ones which -as they illustrate a similar problem -were described more generally. The aim of this chapter was to exemplify ways in which urban landscape can be geotouristically attractive, and not to give a comprehensive explanation of geographical or geological processes ongoing in these sites.
Geotouristically attractive geographical location (1)³
Significant geotourism potential of selected urban areas, especially historical cities, could result from their 'natural' locations which afford favorable conditions to develop urban geotourism. In history, foundations of towns were mainly based on places geographically unique, which ensured easy defense, vast views on a foreground or played a strategic role (being a guard of fords, mountain passes, trade routes, etc.). Geographic phenomena very often conditioned a special plan of dwellings, decided about urban topography. Special geographic features of a place shape its genius loci. Described situation can be illustrated on several examples of Polish towns, e.g.: Kazimierz Dolny located at the Vistula riverside within the spectacular Lesser Poland Vistula Gorge [31] (Fig. 2) , Drohiczyn -a small town on the high bank of the Bug river ( Fig. 3) and Bardo⁴ in the Lower Silesia situated within the transverse gorge of the Nysa Kłodzka river [33] . All these localities let geotourists observe today's and past fluvial phenomena essential to understand the evolution of local urban environment. In the Czech Republic towns famous for their location within river gorges are Ustí nad Labem and Děčín, both upon the Elbe river, as well as Znojmo on the Dyje river in the southern Moravia (Fig. 4) Cracow, the former capital city of Poland, with its famous Old Town, is also located in a place special from a geotourism point of view: within the boundary zone (the Carpathian Foredeep) between the strongly folded and faulted Alpine orogen of the Carpathians and the Palaeozoic platform covered with a bit undulated Mesozoic sedimentary series [31, 34] . The Carpathian Foredeep is a tectonic basin dissected into many grabens with numerous secondary horsts made of Upper Cretaceous marls and Upper Jurassic limestones. These rocks are exposed near such frequently visited cultural sites of Cracow like the Krakus due to its location on a trade route and a pilgrimage center in a local church [32] . Maud or the Smocza Jama (Dragon's Cave). The system of faults in Carboniferous rocks located in the area of Będzin, Czeladź and Wojkowice (all mining towns within the Upper Silesia Coal-Mining Area) and their activity (see [35] ) is clearly visible inside the underground corridors of the former air-raid shelter from the Second World War in Będzin. Today this post-German dissonant heritage in the middle of the town is available for tourists mostly due to its cultural, historical and military contexts, although concrete walls, being constantly destroyed by the fault, clearly tell a story of powerful forces of the Earth. However, the fault is briefly described as one of the attractions of the underground tourist route.
Geosites also occur as isolated points in urban space being inseparable parts of urban landscape, for example the Cenomanian sandstone rock groups called the Szwaj-caria Lwówecka (Lwówek Switzerland) in Lwówek Śląski (Fig. 5 ). This area might be an useful polygon to illustrate different pseudo-karst phenomena (some weathering microforms on the rock surface) simultaneously being a popular climbing area. The rocks were exposed due to the Srebrna creek erosion and landslides [36] . Within the Poznań city area six professionally described geosites might be found. These are mainly boulders from the Scandinavian territories and the Baltic basin (e.g. a collection of erratics in the Millenium Park) and landforms resulting from glaciations (the Morasko Hill -glaciotectonically pushed culmination section of the frontal moraines, which were formed during the Poznań Phase of the Weichselian Glaciation) [37] . In the Czech Republic, just above the historical city center of the Mariánské Lázně spa town, is the hill called Špičák (749 m a.s.l.). The majority of its steep slopes and the top are protected as the nature reserve Žižkův vrch. It protects groups of boulders covered by the quasi-natural beech forest. This very well tourist developed place is additionally maintained and promoted as a geological park, sometimes named as 'geopark' [38, 39] , providing tourists with knowledge on the geology of Špičák and the whole south-western part of the Czech Republic. It is quite obvious that without all tourist facilities dedicated to geotourism this place will not be so popular not only among geotourists but also people visiting Mariánské Lázně for health-related and general cognitive reasons. However, it can be also noticed that only a small group of tourists here are precisely dedicated (geo)tourists, majority of travelers just admire landscapes and other attractions of popular spa making walks along footpaths of parks in the spa district. A crucial tourist attraction of Mariánské Lázně are curative springs. Such springs are a distinctive geological feature, being undoubtedly rare and unique. Springs like that are usually found in spas and selected of these resorts have become big cities. In the Czech Republic can be mentioned for instance Mariánské Lázně, Františkový Lázně, but first of all Karlovy Vary, today the capital of an administrative region and one of the biggest cities in the country. In Karlovy Vary, famous for its thermal springs, the best known and geotourist attractive one is Vřidlo (72 ∘ C), which until recently has had a geyser form closed inside a concrete pavilion located in the historical city center. Unfortunately, due to bad technical condition of the building and undertaken constructions it is inaccessible now. Instead, tourists might marvel at a smaller geyser located on a nearby square.
Architecture and building materials as a source of geotourism attractiveness (2)
Cities are defined by the architecture and characteristic forms of dwelling. Nowadays constructors use in buildings mainly modern materials like bricks, concrete, breezeblocks, etc. However, in the past they used more frequently natural stone, usually local if it had been available. All regions, not only selected cities, reflect in their architecture simply what 'people have under their feet' (Fig. 6 ). Although more decorative elements of representative buildings (palaces, sacral or sepulchral architecture) were often made of more expensive and impressive stones, in popular housing rather local, more common stone resources might be found. As an example of the relationship between geology and architecture the Polish town of Bolesławiec and its rural neighborhood can be evoked. The local coarsegrained sandstone was the stone material formerly popular in urban and rural architecture in this area. The most iconic tourist attractions of the town are made of this material, including the Railway Bridge by the architect Fryderyk Engelhardt Gansel, built in 1844-1846. Strzelin in the Lower Silesia is a town located on the massive block of granite which dominated the architecture of the most representative historical buildings within the region (e.g. St. Gotard's Rotund in Strzelin, parish churches in Biały Kościół and Górka Sobócka, St. Michael's church and the town hall in Brzeg) and beyond it (columns of Deutche Bank and some of the stairs in Reichstag in Berlin). The Strzelin granite, mined from the deepest stone quarry in Poland (approx. 120 m), due to its low degree of abrasibility is still commonly used as flagstones, pavements and kerbs [40] . Another Lower Silesian town tightly connected with granite is Strzegom. Its main gothic church (St. Peter's and Paul's, [41] ) is made from the same rock material which is until today obtained from several quarries in the vicinity of the town. Analogically to previous cases, the relationship between geology and architecture is illustrated in some areas the eastern part of the Barycz river valley. There are numerous residential buildings partly or as a whole made of morass ore (villages of Krośnice, Janisław-ice, Możdżanów and Szklarska Śląska) (Fig. 7) . Moreover, the Rotund of Five Tables, one of the tourist attractions in Trzebnica (South of the Barycz river valley), is made of the same material. Cultural urban travel might be enriched here with discoveries of the stony heritage. . . 
Incorporation of geotouristically attractive enclaves within cities (3)
Urban sprawl and the development of social and health needs cause that parts of natural environment are encircled by urban environment. They become natural green enclaves, often legally protected and excluded from urbanization. Such areas ensure healthy conditions for local inhabitants as places of weekend and holiday recreation or daily leisure and relaxation. In some cases these objects are also related to former industries which used local resources. These post-exploitation areas (for example quarries, open pits) might be used for leisure or tourist purposes due to land rehabilitation. Both (geo)tourism and leisure are harmonically combined in Prague, the Czech capital city. Within its urban area there are several nature parks⁵, among them Přírodní park Prokopské a Dalejské údolí (Nature park of Prokopské and Dalejské river valleys). The area of the park is 652,5 ha. It is located in the south-western part of the city and represents mainly a karst landscape. The protected area has a number of natural and artificial rock exposures with the findings of fauna from the Uppermost Ordovician to the Middle Devonian [43] . The park plays a role of a quasi-natural reserve used by the Prague citizens as a popular place for leisure and relaxation. There are several marked footpaths and cycling trails along both valleys and some viewpoints with all tourist facilities needed to rest, learn and have a view of the rock excavations. A special educational tourist route has been prepared for nature's hobbyists, entitled Údolím Dalejského Potoka. Among 16 tourist information boards, ten are dedicated to geotourism and related to the local geology (e.g. the border between Devonian and Silurian sediments visible from the interpretation point named Černý Lom, Fig. 8 
Urban industrial heritage (4)
Cities, industrial for most of their development, erected or developed on the basis of mining and manufacture of local geological resources, now have lots of sites which might be attractive from a geotourism point of view. Diverse industrial activities have resulted in many serious transformations of urban space and landscapes. In the Lower Silesia the best illustration of mentioned situation is Wałbrzych, the middle-size town with five hundred years of coal mining history (see [45] [46] [47] [48] ). The town in known for its dissonant landscapes of mining tips (rough or partly rehabilitated) or artificial post-exploitation ponds. A number of phenomena related to mass movements clearly readable in the city's landscape cause that the post-mining area of Wałbrzych has a great illustrative potential for geotourism and environmental education at different levels (in the field of geography and living environment). A popular 'urban' tourist attraction is the Friedrich Mine Washing Tip in Tarnowskie Góry, since 2017 on the UNESCO World Heritage List as part of a bigger complex. It is a pile of gangue, waste from drilling of zinc, silver and lead ores [49] . The presence of ferrite ore in the tip gives it the characteristic reddish color. Its domination in the landscape and the lack of dense plant coverage remind -obviously in a minute size -the Australian Uluru monolith. Kielce, a city in the middle Poland, is especially valuable for geotourism because of four geological nature reserves created on the basis of former quarries. They are: Kadzielnia, Wietrznia, Ślichowice⁶ and Biesak-Białogon (Fig. 9) [50] . Two of the above mentioned towns, Kielce and Tarnowskie Góry make their geotourism attractions entirely available for residents and tourists as places of everyday or holiday leisure, relaxation or practicing sport activities (for instance mountain and downhill biking, hiking) and places for both general and geotouristic education. The Geotouristic Education Centre in Wietrznia (Fig. 10) , created recently in Kielce, represents a modern and popular nowadays multisensual interpretative geoeducational center with special facilities prepared for group and individual visitors at any age. However, it is operating in separation from the nearby Wietrznia geological nature reserve. Although there are few paths leading from the center to the old quarry (unfortunately some of them in bad state), people visiting the exhibition gain knowledge on general geological history of the region with little references to the site located not farther than 100 m away and are not really encouraged to see it (no signpost, lack of maps). The center is visited mainly by tourists and school trips, while the reserve is more a place of everyday recreation of local inhabitants.
Referring to examples from the Czech Republic, there is a complex of post limestone exploitation's pits in the northern part of the Mikulov town, located in the southern Moravia within the Pálava hills. During the exploitation the cave named Turold was discovered (over 1 km long, the longest cave system in the Pálava hills), so the whole area become part of a nature reserve. It happened also due to some archaeological discoveries [51] . Only this particular cave in the Czech Republic is available for tourists without any artificial facilities (concrete or steel) and itself is the biggest natural tourist attraction of the town, but its neighborhood is also attractive and fitted with all necessary tourist facilities. There is a short tourist route (800 m) with educational character in the quarry next to the cave, with exhibits of local rocks. Although the exhibition here is less developed in comparison with tourist facilities in Mariánské Lázně, the spectacular landscape makes it quite valuable and worth seeing. 
Urban museums and expositions related to geoheritage (5)
There are numerous museums and exhibitions on geology or geomorphology in cities. Even more general regional museums often have separate departments related to local Earth history, geology, mineralogy or natural stone resources. In Poland such museums are usually located in academic centers with faculties on Earth sciences (e.g. Geological Museum and Mineralogical Museum in Wroclaw, both being units of the Institute of Geology at the University of Wroclaw) or in centers of occurrence (mining) of rare minerals or rocks (e.g. 'Sudecka Zagroda' Educational Centre in Dobków in the Kaczawskie Mountains). In the Czech Republic there are several examples of the second pattern, e.g. the mining museum in Krasno focused both on local geology and technical aspects of extraction. The Czech region of Nova Paka at the foothills of the Karkonosze Mountains is famous for priceless stones, minerals and fossils. The proof might be found in the rich exposition in Suchardův dum, the branch of the city museum. In the storefront located next to the main museum building tourists can see the 8,3 m long fossilized tree, araukarit. A rich and varied mineralogical exhibition is also located in the Museum of Czeski Raj (Czech Paradise) in Turnov, while smaller geological sections are prepared in local museums in i.a. Sokolov or Jeseník.
Geomorphological and geological processes (6 and 7)
Urban areas like any other environment are prone to different natural processes, especially in conditions of incorrect space planning and management. Some of these transformations are unexpected, sharp and large in scale. This might be illustrated on the case of massive landslide in Bobowa, a small town in southern Poland. In 2010 several families lost their homes located on the steep slopes of local hills within the Rożnowicki Plateu, built of stone and rock waste material, which slipped after long naval rains. The landslide covered 2,25 ha and it was 302 m long and 135 m wide [52] . The place has a great educational potential referring to the problem of building on landslide threatened land, however it is not effectively used. In Kłodzko in Lower Silesia in 1950's and 1960's several valuable ten- ement houses in the historical center had to be dismantled due to foundation subsidence. It occurred that most of the old town was at the risk of damage. The reason was the abandonment and neglection of a system of cellars and underground passages dating back to the 13 th century. The drainage system was not maintained and most basements were flooded. Thanks to work of scientists from the University of Science and Technology in Cracow and miners from Wałbrzych the underworld was mapped, dried and finally in 1966 an underground tourist route was opened to the public. Unfortunately, the narration offered by the route refers mainly to the history of cellars and not the geological conditions that enabled their construction and later threatened existence of Kłodzko historical center. Bytom in the Upper Silesia might be an exemplary illustration of negative consequences of underground coal mining directly under the city. The midtown of Bytom is constantly subsidizing due to mining, as a result a vast anthropogenic basin within the city center has been observed for at least last 60 years (see [53] 
Discussion
The choice of presented examples of urban geosites from Poland and the Czech Republic might seem somewhat randomly, at least at a glance, however we claim that this illustrates clearly that there is a variety of sites in a variety of scale which create a wide range of opportunities for geotourism development in each urban environment, independently of specific location (political or geographical). In the majority, urban geosites undoubtedly would be included in so called 'secondary geosites'⁷, so we can provocatively say that geotourism would deal without them, and urban tourism as well. You cannot expect people to support the conservation of something they do not understand. So raising public understanding of urban geology and geodiversity is of paramount importance if urban geoconservation is to be successful.
As far the cities are concerned, it is worth noticing that specific 'geotouristic' character of urban space lets cities stand out, define visually and more tangibly their genius loci⁸ and transform it into a tourism product, all of this in a situation of cities' fierce competition on the tourism market. However, so far this task seems to be difficult to achieve, only few presented examples, Kielce, Kazimierz Dolny or Tarnowskie Góry in Poland and Marianské Lázně, Kamenický Šenov, Krasno or Turnov in the Czech Republic, build their tourist image at least partly in relation to urban geoheritage sources. Unfortunately, even among these given examples their geotourism image is rather fuzzy. Geoheritage is considerably less emphasized than 'traditional' cultural heritage.
It is difficult to assess unequivocally and in numbers the size of urban geotourism in Poland and the Czech Republic. Generally, geotourism in Czechia seems to be a subject of more formalized actions whereof explicit example is a legal status of geopark treated as a form of protection and tourism certification given to geoheritage. In Poland a label 'state geopark' is rather a promotional certificate without legal regulations [30, p. 107] . There are six national geoparks (along them Bohemian Paradise Geopark became a member of the European Geoparks Network and the Global Geoparks Network) in the Czech Republic and three in Poland (analogically the Muskau Arch Geopark being part of the regional and global network). Interestingly, one of the Czech geopark combines in its name the notions 'geoheritage' and genius loci. It is called GeoLoci Geopark (Tachov region) what clearly highlights the fact that the character of Earth's phenomena might have shaped a spirit of space.
In the Czech Republic an assessment of geomorphodiversity has been made for the entire state area. The first studies in individual regions date back to the early 1980's, primarily undertaken for conservation objectives [54, p. 95] . The Czech Geological Survey has started keeping records of important geological sites already in 1992 (since 1998 connected with GIS; 3063 registered geosites in 2018) [55] . According to the Nature Conservation Agency of the Czech Republic, the register⁹ includes not only formally protected geological sites, but also sites only suggested for protection and additional important sites of scientific and landscape-conservation value. The agency reports at least five geological nature trails on the Czech territory, but taking into account current interest in geotourism the list seems to be incomplete [57] . Comparing with the Czechia, the situation of geosites in Poland in terms of their protection and tourism use is similar as far as the type of undertaken actions, but not their time. The Polish Database of Representative Geosites as part of the IUGS Global GEOSITES Project (carried out by the European Association for the Conservation of the Geological Heritage, ProGEO) started in 2006, contains so far 175 records and is still being developed [58] . Simultaneously, there is the Central Register of Geosites provided by The Polish Geological Institute with approx. 3600 geosites. What is worth highlighting, records gathered here contain, apart from scientific characteristic, information important from tourism point of view: an assessment of tourism attractiveness, relevance, exposition in a landscape, tourism facilities [59] . The Polish law referring to natural conservation let protect sites (not only geoheritage sites) in a form of so called documentation site (Polish: stanowisko dokumentacyjne). However, only 166 sites are protected in this form (data from 2015). It is worth noticing that in Poland -as well as in the Czech Republic -databases referring to geotourism do not distinguish (namely) urban geosites among all resources. Moreover, they collect information on urban geosites only due to their urban localization (mostly quarries), while cultural artifacts with geotouristic attractiveness remain excluded from the database. Among few filters enabling searching in these databases it is vain to look for one referring at least partly to urban geoheritage.
Thus, in terms of urban geotourism in Poland is rather at the beginning of the (long?) road: numerous cities, also small and middle in size, try to recognize educational and tourism potential of their own urban space for geotourism. Recently, some examples of this have been given by P. Zagożdżon and K. Zagożdżon [60] referring to Szydłowiec, Lubań, Wieluń, Nowa Ruda or Kielce, Kłodzko and Cracow (last three mentioned also in our current paper).
Most of above mentioned urban sites having geotouristic potential are somehow adapted to the needs of tourists, but only few of them are fitted with infrastructure directly connected with geotourism. These facilities are very varied -from modern multisensual interpretative centers (Wietrznia in Kielce) to educational trails (e.g. Prague, Marianské Lázně. Mikulov) and simple boards with most important information (e.g. Lwówek Śląski, Biesak-Białogon reserve in Kielce, Kamenický Šenov). Unfortunately, in many cases the geological context is only mentioned as a background to information focused on cultural context, like in the case of the Rotund of Five Tables  in Trzebnica where tourists can learn about the history of the building, while the material it is built from is only mentioned with no wider comment. There are also some interesting geosites without any tourist infrastructure (Bytom, Drohiczyn, Górka Sobócka, Krośnice and other villages with houses built from morass ore in the eastern part of Barycz river valley). Comparing described examples in two analyzed countries, it can be assessed that Czech geosites are more commonly developed and fitted with infrastructure, however it is not as advanced as in the case of the Geotouristic Education Centre in Kielce. However, this site clearly stands out in comparison to other facilities connected with geoheritage in Poland.
Given analysis lets us construct some recommendations with regard to urban geotourism development. We strongly believe that in order to make a truly living urban geo-attraction it is necessary to stressed its educational, illustrative value in terms of school curriculum at any (but firstly primary and secondary) level. One small step leads to another -noticing stones under your feet, seeing their simple beauty (not only utilitarian or scientific values) might mean the beginning of noticing geoheritage in the surrounding landscape. Urban geoheritage is waiting for children right outside the door, does not even require undertaking a long travel. A good example are the overturned folds from the Ślichowice reserve in Kielce, which are illustrating many textbooks on geography and geology. The site is located within Kielce city borders and accessible by public transport.
For the future, to enhance interest in geography, geology and geomorphology, we think that there is a need of: 1. Identification of urban geoheritage, making geosites visible in urban landscape by fitting them with tourism facilities, on-site tourist markers within for instance a tourist route; 2. Interpretation: making a storyline in terms of the Earth issues, history and culture; 3. Popularization especially in a local scale by different forms of cultural and recreational animations: guided thematic tours, geocaching, location-based games, geoquests, etc.; 4. Encouraging teachers to incorporation of urban geosites into field classes and practicing this on a regular basis in pupils' familiar environment.
Conclusions
Various examples from Poland and the Czech Republic show that urban areas might be the same attractive for geotourists as any other natural landscape. As a consequence it is not advisable to omit them while creation of not only a 'traditional' urban tourist product but also a geotourism product. What is even more important, geological curiosities located in towns and cities enable concurrent development of various types of tourism which are not commonly linked, e.g. cultural and nature focused tourism, urban tourism and geotourism. Tourist attractions important from a cultural point of view can also have a great geotouristic potential because of -for example -the stone material they were built from. On the other hand some places being problematic in modern urban landscape (e.g. old quarries, open pits, waste dumps) thanks to their educational value can be transformed into places of recreation or even sightseeing. Consequently it is possible to broaden horizons of some strictly focused tourists and to turn culturally oriented tourists to natural and geological features and vice versa. Urban geosites create great room for interpretation in terms of contextualization of geological and geomorphological phenomena within history, art and culture. Geotourism should be placed on the border of natural and cultural tourism. Some elements of geotouristic attractiveness might define genius loci of certain cities and urban landscapes. It is especially explicit in mining towns where the landscape is defined by various relicts of processes connected with possessing natural resources. But also a specific stone material used in many important buildings can influence city's character. Moreover, geology by influencing local relief can shape the development of a human settlement, forcing specific urban patterns and unique cultural practices, and in this way determining city's or town's special character. As a consequence geotourism can be part of a specific type of urban
